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                    A quality brand of spare parts for commercial vehicles.
                    Brand was developed according to the needs of the market and lead by a long-term experience in the field of spare parts for commercial vehicles. Brand was developed according to the needs of the market and lead by a long-term experience in the field of spare parts for commercial vehicles.
                    Read more                

            

        

            






    
        Partsfinder

        
            Find a spare part for your truck:
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                                 IV10003 - Brake disc 432x45x138.5 - 2996327 2992477                            
                        

                        
                                                        
                                                        	EAN code	4772139008177
	A, mm	432
	B, mm	45
	C, mm	210
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                                 IV10002 - Brake disc 432x45x138.5 - 2995812 7189476                            
                        

                        
                                                        
                                                        	EAN code	4772139008160
	A, mm	432
	B, mm	45
	C, mm	210
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                                 D90001 - Shock absorber 419×631/20×62/30×62 (O/O) - 1282624                            
                        

                        
                                                        
                                                        	EAN code	4779032015684
	A1, mm	631
	A1, mm	419
	D, mm	62
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                                 V90105 - Cab shock absorber I/O - 21171975                            
                        

                        
                                                        
                                                        	EAN code	4772139008139
	Suitable for	VL
	Type	I/O
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                                 V90010 - Shock absorber 458×749/16×100/16×66 (O/O) - 21866530                            
                        

                        
                                                        
                                                        	EAN code	4772139008122
	A1, mm	749
	A1, mm	458
	D, mm	100
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                                 MB90102 - Cabin front shock absorber - 9613101555 9603100755                            
                        

                        
                                                        
                                                        	EAN code	4772139008054
	Suitable for	MB
	Type	O/O
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                                 A70030 - Cargo lashing 2.5m (for transp.,35mm,3T)                            
                        

                        
                                                        
                                                        	EAN code	4772139007828
	Application	For car transporters
	Color	Blue
	daN	LC 1500
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                                 MB42007 - Receiver 20L (276×411.5)                            
                        

                        
                                                        
                                                        	EAN code	4772139007743
	Capacity, L	20
	Dimmensions, mm	ø 276x411.5
	Suitable for	MB
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            [image: ]            QUALITY GUARANTEE

            Our warranty covers all Roadwin products. More information about warranties for specific products, is available from Roadwin sales managers, or Roadwin distributors in your country.

        

            
            [image: ]            QUICK RESPONSE  AT A COMPETITIVE PRICE

            By shortening the supply and communication chain between factory and end user, Roadwin offers competitive prices, and a quick response to technical changes, new products and sudden increases in the market.

        

            
            [image: ]            RELIABLE  AFTERSALES SUPPORT

            Roadwin sales managers are always ready to support you with drawings, advertising materials or other necessary information. We treat your emergency as our priority and aim to despatch within 24 hours.

        

    




    
        
            ABOUT ROADWIN BRAND

            ROADWIN is a quality brand from Northern Europe, based on production and distribution of spare parts for commercial road vehicles, developed and supported by a major long-term investment in people and stock levels. 

The parts are made in the factories selected with the high responsibility and manufactured on the same production lines as OE parts. Finally, all products pass AQL (Acceptable Quality Level) control. 

The assortment of Roadwin spare parts is covering most important European trucks and trailers to meet the needs of the market, based on our customers’ and our own experience in commercial vehicles.
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        Newsletter

        


 













Subscribe and receive monthly all the news about product information, tips & tricks, events and promotions
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                Contact us

                Export department:

+370 616 76200

roadwin.eu

Email us

Roadwin office:

+370 616 76200

Email us

            

            
                                                                            

        

        
            Our Network in EUROPE
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This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. Do you accept cookies?  More info
YesNo
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					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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